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The Right to Seek Asylum.
"Explores Seamus Heaney's adaptation of the Celtic
ritual known as the Feis of Tara, demonstrates the
sovereignty motif's continued relevance in works by Irish
poets Thomas Kinsella, John Montague, Eavan Boland,
and Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, and refutes criticism that
charges sexism and overemphasizes sacrifice in
Heaney's poetry"--Provided by publisher.
The Irish Renaissance began around 1885 and arguably
has continued to the present day, with no apparent sign
of coming to an end. The period has produced some of
the richest literature in Irish history, and authors such as
Samuel Beckett, James Joyce, William Butler Yeats, and
Seamus Heaney are among the leading writers of the
twentieth century. This reference provides alphabetically
arranged entries for more than 70 modern Irish writers.
Each entry includes a brief biography, a discussion of the
author's major works and themes, an overview of the
writer's critical reception, and a bibliography of primary
and secondary sources. An opening essay surveys the
critical response to Irish literature after 1885, and an
extensive bibliography concludes the volume.
"Developing Poetry Skills" is a resource that provides
students with the key skills they need to read and
respond to poetry effectively. It is designed to introduce
students to the enjoyment of reading poetry and to build
confidence and understanding throughout Key Stage 3.
Aphrodite and Venus in Myth and Mimesis is a broad,
flexible source book of comparative literature and cultural
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studies. It promotes the wide-ranging presence and
impact of prominent idiosyncratic personalities in fabled
goddess mythology and its emphatic notions of
endearment and allure. The book brings together seven
hundred acknowledged sources drawn from successive
historical, global and literary eras, including principal
commentaries, along with factual information and
important renditions in art, prose and verse, within and
beyond mainstream western culture. A lengthy, detailed
introduction presents a copious documented preview of
the viable adaptation and mimesis of ‘divine’
characterization and its respective centrality from the
long distant past to the present day. Myth, rarely latent,
demonstrates varied modes of expression and openended flexibility throughout the six comprehensive
chapters which illuminate and probe, in turn, aspects of
the ideological presence, sensibilities, trials and triumphs
and interventions of the goddess, whether sacred or
profane. Particular literary extracts and episodes range
across ancient cultures alongside quite recent
expressions of hermeneutics, blending myth with the
contemporary in the multi-layered reception or
admonishment of the goddess, whether by one
designation or the other. As such, this book is wholly
relevant to all stages of the evolution and expansion of a
dynamic European literary culture and its leading authors
and personalities.
Classical Mythology in English Literature brings together
a range of English versions of three classical myths. It
allows students to explore the ways in which they have
been reinterpreted and reinvented by writers throughout
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history. Beginning with a concise introduction to the
principle Greco-Roman gods and heroes, the anthology
then focuses on three stories: * Orpheus, the great
musician and his quest to free his wife Eurydice from
death * Venus and Adonis, the love goddess and the
beautiful youth she loved * Pygmalion, the master
sculptor who fell in love with his creation. Each section
begins with the classical sources and ends with
contemporary versions, showing how each myth has
been used/abused or appropriated since its origins
In the first decade of the new millennium, Jody Allen
Randolph interviewed twenty-two leading Irish poets,
artists, fiction writers and playwrights to create a record
of how the makers of a culture saw their country as it
moved into a new era. Her exploration was shadowed by
intimations of unease; as economic collapse gathered
pace, recurrent concerns gained a new urgency. What
are Irish values? How have they changed? How do new
cultural realities affect the old arts of language and
image which have been so important in Irish tradition? In
journeys across political divides and between languages,
from Seamus Heaney and Nuala N í Dhomhnaill, deeply
rooted in Irish inheritance,to African-Irish Joyce Akpotor;
from Gerry Adams for whom when our future is settled,
we will agree on our history', to the artist Dorothy Cross
who brings an international perspective to her
redefinitions of Irish imagery, Close to the Next Moment
captures the conversations that are remaking a culture.
New Selected Poems 1988-2013Faber & Faber
What Rough Beasts presents an innovative and diverse
collection of new research papers which investigate key
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literary and historical issues in Irish and Scottish Studies,
providing a view onto the range of current research
interests both within and across the two disciplines. From
a selection of papers presented at an AHRC-sponsored
conference held at the University of Aberdeen, the
volume showcases original material by both emergent
and established scholars. Opening up illuminating
conversations between often diverse areas of study, this
book covers issues including: poetry and violence; film
and drama; history and historiography; ethnography and
literature; the politics of representation.
A comprehensive and scholarly review of contemporary
British and Irish Poetry With contributions from noted
scholars in the field, A Companion to Contemporary
British and Irish Poetry, 1960-2015 offers a collection of
writings from a diverse group of experts. They explore
the richness of individual poets, genres, forms,
techniques, traditions, concerns, and institutions that
comprise these two distinct but interrelated national
poetries. Part of the acclaimed Blackwell Companion to
Literature and Culture series, this book contains a
comprehensive survey of the most important
contemporary Irish and British poetry. The contributors
provide new perspectives and positions on the topic.
This important book: Explores the institutions, histories,
and receptions of contemporary Irish and British poetry
Contains contributions from leading scholars of British
and Irish poetry Includes an analysis of the most
prominent Irish and British poets Puts contemporary Irish
and British poetry in context Written for students and
academics of contemporary poetry, A Companion to
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Contemporary British and Irish Poetry, 1960-2015 offers
a comprehensive review of contemporary poetry from a
wide range of diverse contributors.
While discussions in the field of Irish Studies traditionally
gravitate towards themes of struggle, oppression and
death, the present book originates from a contradictory
impulse. Without losing sight of Ireland’s troubled history
and the complexities that shape its present, it centres on
instances of playfulness, light(ness) and air in Irish
literature and culture. Refracted through the prism of
contemporary philosophy (notably of Italo Calvino, Luce
Irigaray and María Lugones), these categories serve as
the basis for thirteen essays by academics from Poland,
the UK, Germany and Spain. Some of these offer fresh
readings of such seminal authors as W. B. Yeats, Louis
MacNeice, Seamus Heaney and John Banville; others
look at lesser-known figures, such as Eimar O’Duffy and
Forrest Reid, who, before now, have received little
scholarly attention.
Enable students to achieve their best grade in AS/A-level
English Literature with this year-round course
companion; designed to instil in-depth textual
understanding as students read, analyse and revise
Seamus Heaney: Selected Poems throughout the
course. This Study and Revise guide: - Increases
students' knowledge of Seamus Heaney: Selected
Poems as they progress through the detailed
commentary and contextual information written by
experienced teachers and examiners - Develops
understanding of characterisation, themes, form,
structure and language, equipping students with a rich
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bank of textual examples to enhance their coursework
and exam responses - Builds critical and analytical skills
through challenging, thought-provoking questions and
tasks that encourage students to form their own personal
responses to the text - Extends learning and prepares
students for higher-level study by introducing critical
viewpoints, comparative references to other literary
works and suggestions for independent research - Helps
students maximise their exam potential using clear
explanations of the Assessment Objectives, sample
student answers and examiner insights - Improves
students' extended writing techniques through targeted
advice on planning and structuring a successful essay
Were the 1970s really `the devils decade'? Images of
strikes, galloping inflation, rising unemployment and
bitter social divisions evoke a period of unparalleled
economic decline, political confrontation and social
fragmentation. But how significant were the pessimism
and self-doubt of the 1970s, and what was the legacy of
its cultural conflicts? Covering the entire spectrum of the
arts - drama, television, film, poetry, the novel, popular
music, dance, cinema and the visual arts - The Arts in
the 1970s challenges received perceptions of the decade
as one of cultural decline. The collection breaks new
ground in providing the first detailed analysis of the
cultural production of the decade as a whole, providing
an invaluable resource for all those involved in cultural,
media and communications studies.
In Gratitude for All the Gifts explores the literary and
cultural links between the bestselling, Nobel Prizewinning Northern Irish poet Seamus Heaney and the
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preeminent Eastern European poets of the twentieth
century, including fellow Nobel laureate Czeslaw Milosz
and Zbigniew Herbert. Magdalena Kay opens new
ground in comparative literary studies with her close
analysis of Heaney's poetic work from the perspective of
the English-speaking West's attraction, and especially
Heane''s own attraction, to Eastern European poetry.
While placing Milosz and Herbert in their cultural
contexts and keeping an eye on the poems in their
original Polish, this innovative and energetic study
focuses on how Heaney encountered their work in
translation. In Gratitude for All the Gifts thus allows us to
see what happens when poetic forms, histories, and
themes travel between countries and encourages us to
understand cultural crossing not just thematically, but
also in terms of form, voice, and aesthetic intent.
This volume contains a selection of work from each of
Seamus Heaney's published books of poetry up to and
including the Whitbread prize-winning collection, The Haw
Lantern (1987). 'His is 'close-up' poetry - close up to thought,
to the world, to the emotions. Few writers at work today, in
verse or fiction, can give the sense of rich, fecund, lived life
that Heaney does.' John Banville 'More than any other poet
since Wordsworth he can make us understand that the
outside world is not outside, but what we are made of.' John
Carey
This is an updated version of Seamus Heaney's New
Selected Poems 1966-1987, expanded to include work from
two subsequent collections - Seeing Things and The Spirit
Level - and poems published here for the first time.
This resource can be used alongside any text or course as it
offers approaches to literature and non-fiction that are not text
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or board specific. It includes an extensive range of ideas and
activities to enhance individual and group work. The book
covers all aspects of A-Level and Higher specifications.
Includes examples of exam preparation, real students'
answers and help with essay plans.
Thinking and Practicing Reconciliation asserts that literary
representations of conflict offer important insights into
processes of resolution and practices of reconciliation, and
that it is crucial to bring these debates into the postsecondary classroom. The essays collected here aim to help
teachers think deeply about the ways in which we can
productively integrate literature on/as reconciliation into our
curricula. Until recently, scholarship on teaching and learning
in higher education has not been widely accepted as equal to
research in other fields. This volume seeks to establish that
serious analysis of pedagogical practices is not only a worthy
and legitimate academic pursuit, but also that it is crucial to
our professional development as researcher-educators. The
essays in this volume take seriously both the academic study
of literature dealing with the aftermath of gross human-rights
violations and the teaching of this literature. The current
generation of college-aged students is deeply affected by the
proximity of violence in our global world. This collection
recognizes educators’ responsibility to enable future
generations to analyze conflict – whether local or global – and
participate in constructive discourses of resolution. Ultimately,
Thinking and Practicing Reconciliation charts a course from
theory to practice and offers new perspectives on the very
human endeavor of storytelling as a way to address humanrights injustices. In their focus on pedagogical strategies and
frameworks, the essays in this volume also demonstrate that,
as educators, our engagement with students can indeed
produce practices of reconciliation that start in the classroom
and move beyond it.
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This revision guide for Key Stage 3 English contains in-depth
course coverage and advice on how to get the best results in
the Year 9 National Test. It has progress check questions and
exam practice questions.
In twentieth-century Ireland the relationship between the
personal past and narrative history has exerted a shaping
force on the lives of individual writers and on the formation of
literary communities. This study explores this important
intersection of the personal and the political, and its aesthetic
consequences, in individual poems and volumes by
contemporary Irish women. Collins argues for the central
importance of memory in the work of contemporary Irish
women poets such as Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, Eavan Boland
and Medbh McGuckian, and for its significant role in their
creative development and critical reception.
The 13th edition of the International Who's Who in Poetry is a
unique and comprehensive guide to the leading lights and
freshest talent in poetry today. Containing biographies of
more than 4,000 contemporary poets world-wide, this
essential reference work provides truly international
coverage. In addition to the well known poets, talented upand-coming writers are also profiled. Contents: * Each entry
provides full career history and publication details * An
international appendices section lists prizes and past prizewinners, organizations, magazines and publishers * A
summary of poetic forms and rhyme schemes * The career
profile section is supplemented by lists of Poets Laureate,
Oxford University professors of poetry, poet winners of the
Nobel Prize for Literature, winners of the Pulitzer Prize for
American Poetry and of the King's/Queen's Gold medal and
other poetry prizes.
Whether you love poetry or haven't read it since school, The
Splash of Words will help you rediscover poetry’s power to
startle, challenge and reframe your vision. Like throwing a
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pebble into water, a poem causes a ‘splash of words’ whose
ripples can transform the way we see the world, ourselves
and God. Through thirty selected poems, from the fourteenth
century to the present day, Mark Oakley explores poetry’s
power to stir our settled ways of viewing the world and faith,
shift our perceptions and even transform who we are.
This book is the first collection of essays on the British prose
poem. With essays by leading academics, critics and
practitioners, the book traces the British prose poem’s
unsettled history and reception in the UK as well as its recent
popularity. The essays cover the nineteenth, twentieth and
twenty-first centuries exploring why this form is particularly
suited to the modern age and yet can still be problematic for
publishers, booksellers and scholars. Refreshing perspectives
are given on the Romantics, Modernists and Post-Modernists,
among them Woolf, Beckett and Eliot as well as more recent
poets like Seamus Heaney, Geoffrey Hill, Claudia Rankine,
Jeremy Over and Vahni Capildeo. British Prose Poetry moves
from a contextual overview of the genre’s early volatile and
fluctuating status, through to crucial examples of prose poetry
written by established Modernist, surrealist and contemporary
writers. Key questions around boundaries are discussed more
generally in terms of race, class and gender. The British
prose poem’s international heritage, influences and influence
are explored throughout as an intrinsic part of its current
renaissance.
In the hundred years since the last major history of English
metre was published dramatic changes have occurred in both
the way that poets versify in English and the way that
scholars analyse verse. 'Free' verse is now firmly established
alongside regular metre, and linguistics, statistics, and
cognitive theory have contributed to the analysis of both. This
new study covers the history of English metre up to the
twenty-first century and compares a variety of modern
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theories to explain it. The result is a concise and up-to-date
guide to metre for all students and teachers of English poetry.
Widely regarded as the finest poet of his generation, Seamus
Heaney is the subject of numerous critical studies; but no
book-length portrait has appeared until now. Through his own
lively and eloquent reminiscences, Stepping Stones retraces
the poet's steps from his early works, through to his receipt of
the 1995 Nobel Prize for Literature and his post-Nobel life. It
is supplemented with a large number of photographs, many
from the Heaney family album and published here for the first
time. In response to firm but subtle questioning from Dennis
O'Driscoll, Seamus Heaney sheds a personal light on his
work (poems, essays, translations, plays) and on the artistic
and ethical challenges he faced, providing an original,
diverting and absorbing store of reflections, opinions and
recollections.
The paperback version of the a revised and expanded edition
of the standard dictionary in the field. Dolan s seminal work
has established its pre-eminent position as the leading
reference authority on the form of English spoken in Ireland. "
This volume is a much-needed new selection of Seamus
Heaney's work, taking account of recent volumes and of the
author's work as a translator, and offering a more generous
choice from previous volumes. Opened Ground: Poems
1966-1996 comes as close to being a 'Collected Poems' as
its author cares to make it. It replaces his New Selected
Poems 1966-1987, giving a fuller selection from each of the
volumes represented there and adding large parts of those
that have appeared since, together with examples of his work
as a translator from the Greek, Latin, Italian and other
languages. The book concludes with 'Crediting Poetry', the
speech with which Seamus Heaney accepted the 1995 Nobel
Prize in Literature, awarded to him, in the words of the
Swedish Academy of Letters, for his 'works of lyrical beauty
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and ethical depth'.
All of the poets interviewed in this collection are from
Northern Ireland, all were born after 1920, and each has
published at least one volume of poetry. Arranged
chronologically by each poet's date of birth, this collection
deals with an impressive body of work. The poets include
Seamus Heaney, Paul Muldoon, Michael Longley, John
Montague, Derek Mahon, Ciaran Carson, as well as lessknown voices, including Gerald Dawe, Roy McFadden, and
Conor O'Callaghan. The interviews explore the poet's work
and development, the social/historical context, and the impact
of assimilated influences. If they explore a poetry often rooted
in "the North," they also suggest the individuality and diversity
of this poetry, of work whose imaginative range is not
circumscribed by either literal borders or critically convenient
categories. The other poets included are: James Simmons,
Tom Paulin, Frank Orsmby, Medbh McGuckian, Robert
Greacen, Cathal P Searcaigh, Colette Bryce, Moyra
Donaldson, Jean Bleakney, Martin Mooney, Padraic Fiacc,
and Cherry Smyth.

What is the relationship between poetry and power?
Should poetry be considered a mode of authority or an
impotent medium? And why is it that the modern poets
most commonly regarded as authoritative are precisely
those whose works wrestle with a sense of artistic
inadequacy? Such questions lie at the heart of Shades of
Authority, prompting fresh insights into three of the most
important poets of recent decades: Robert Lowell,
Geoffrey Hill, and Seamus Heaney. Through attentive
close readings, James shows how their responsiveness
to matters of political and cultural import lends weight to
the idea of poetry as authoritative utterance—but also
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how each is exercised by a sense of the limitations and
liabilities of language itself.
In the course of Seamus Heaney's career he assumed
roles across education, journalism, and broadcasting, as
well as poetry. Seamus Heaney and Society presents a
comprehensive and dynamic new engagement with one
of the most celebrated poets of the modern period,
appreciating how his work as a poet was shaped by his
work as a teacher, lecturer, critic, and public
figure.0Seamus Heaney and Society draws on a range
of archival material in order to revive the network of
associations within which Heaney's work was written,
published, and circulated. Mindful of the various spheres
of his career, it assesses his achievements and status in
Ireland, Britain, and the United States through
newspapers, magazines, radio and television
programmes, and manuscript drafts of key writings now
held in the National Library of Ireland. Through asserting
the significance of the cultural, institutional, and historical
circumstances of Heaney's writing life it offers a reexamination of the writer in public, the social lives of the
work of art, and the questions of obligations and
responsibility which Heaney confronted throughout his
career. 0Throughout, Seamus Heaney and Society
addresses the nature and singularity of poetry and the
ways in which these qualities are asserted, challenged,
and sustained in Heaney's work. It demonstrates that
despite the cultural standing and the scholarship that
already surrounds his writing there is still a great deal to
learn about, and to learn from, Seamus Heaney.
Seamus Heaney is a unique phenomenon in
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contemporary literature, as a poet whose individual
volumes (such as his Beowulf translation, and individual
volumes of poems such as Electric Light and District and
Circle) have been high in the bestseller lists for decades.
Since winning the Nobel Prize for Literature, he has
come to be considered one of the most important English
language poets in the world. This Companion gives an
overview of his career and of his reception in Ireland,
England and around the world. Its distinguished
contributors offer detailed readings of his major
publications, in poetry, prose and translation. The essays
further explore the central themes of his poetry, his
relations with other writers, and his prose writing.
Designed for students, this volume will also have much
to interest and inform the general reader and admirer of
Heaney's unique poetic voice.
New Selected Poems 1988-2013 provides an unrivalled
account of a period of work that was crowned by the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1995. Together with its
earlier, sibling volume, it completes the arc of a
remarkable career. Shortly before his death in 2013,
Seamus Heaney discussed with his publisher the
prospect of a companion volume to his landmark New
Selected Poems 1966-1987 aimed at presenting the
second half of his career, 'from Seeing Things onwards',
as he foresaw it. Although he was unable to complete a
edition/selection, he left behind selections that have
been followed here. New Selected Poems 1988-2013
reprints the author's chosen poems from his later years,
beginning with his ground-breaking volume Seeing
Things (1991), his two Whitbread Books of the Year, The
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Spirit Level (1996) and Beowulf (1999), and his multinominated, prize-winning volumes, Electric Light (2001),
District and Circle (2006) and Human Chain (2010). The
edition concludes with two posthumously published
works.
The first bilingual volume of poems by leading Irish
twentieth-century poet Seán Ó Ríordáin In the midtwentieth century, a new generation of poets writing in
Irish emerged, led by the young Seán Ó Ríordáin,
among others. Ó Ríordáin's work has stood the test of
time well, and he continues to engage today's Irish
readers and writers. This well-rounded selection of
poems brings most of Ó Ríordáin's works to Englishlanguage readers for the first time. The poems appear in
their original Irish alongside English translations by some
of Ireland's leading poets. Also included for the first time
in English is Ó Ríordáin's essay What Is Poetry?,
considered an extraordinary touchstone of critical insight
for poets and literary commentators. The volume reflects
Ó Ríordáin's seven main concerns: poetry and its place
in the artist's life; the plural self; the relationship between
the individual and society; gender relations; the nature of
animals; Ireland, its language and culture; and mortality.
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